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Abstract

This article describes a planning method
applicable to agents with great perception and
decision-making capabilities and the ability to
communicate with other agents. Each agent has
a task to fulfil allowing for the actions of other
agents in its vicinity. Certain simultaneous
actions may cause conflicts because they
require the same resource. The agent plans each
of its actions and simultaneously transmits
these to its neighbours. In a similar way, it
receives plans from the other agents and must
take account of these plans. The planning
method allows us to build a distributed
scheduling system.

Here, these agents are robot vehicles on a
highway communicating by radio. In this
environment, conflicts between agents concern
the allocation of space in time and are
connected with the inertia of the vehicles. Each

vehicle make a temporal, spatial and situated
reasoning in order to drive without collision.

The flexibility and reactivity of the method
presented here allows the agent to generate its
plan based on assumptions concerning the
other agents and then check these assumption
progressively as plans are received from the
other agents. A Multi-agent execution
monitoring of these plans can be done, using

data generated durin_ planning and the multi-
agent decision-making algorithm described
here. A selective backtrack allows us to

perform incremental rescbeduling.
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each other to cooperate, coordinate their actions

and resolve any conflicts. The resolution of
conflicts is the main point of interest. Logic
schemata, attempting to model human thinking,
have been developed to represent the wishes
and beliefs [Bessiere, 84][Wilks and Ballim,
87] which are the mutual basic knowledge
needed to resolve conflicts. Persuasion

[Rosenschein, 82][Sycara, 89] is the aim of
exchanging arguments. Most studies are
simplified by assuming that agents cooperate
(see [Cammarata et al., 83]). Roscnschein and
Genesereth [Rosenschein and Genesereth, 85],
on the contrary, attempt to allow for agents
which are not necessary "benevolent".

2 The motorway
Unlike Wood [Wood, 83], we do not generate
routes but consider the driving of the vehicle
(acceleration, lane changes, etc.). We shall use
a different approach to Fraichard and Demaz_u
[Fraichard and Demazeau, 89], who describe a
centralized system to generate vehicle
trajectories at cross-roads. We use a distributed
system in which the number of central units
increases as the number of agents increases.
The multi-agent world was modelled on this
basis (see [Mourou and Fade, 91a] and
[Moumu, 901).

Each vehicle has a co-pilot computer which
may either be in an automatic mode, driving the
vehicle, or in a supervision mode when it
warms the driver or, if necessary, takes over
control when an accident is imminent.

When all vehicles are in the "automatic

driving" mode, it is simple: the vehicles are
considered as autonomous robots which

Rescheduling, Managing limited computation communicate with each other. The supervision
time, Dependency Analysis and Plan Reuse, mode requires a veritable "execution
Autonomous Agents. monitoring" which must be highly flexible and

supervise drivers' acts by comparing them with
1 Multi.agent worlds
Monitoring a little structured multi-agent
environment, such as a highway traffic, is an
extension to the problem of monitoring robots
in a factory. The agents are assumed to be
"high-level" since they must have a great ability
to perception and they must communicate with

the "ideal" plan generated in the automatic
mode.

Co-pilots exchange data via a short-range
communication network. The agents must
cooperate to guarantee "efficient and safe traffic
movement" and must respect the highway
code, used as veritable "cooperative strategy"
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[_ta ctal., 83]. A number of objectives
are also fixed for each agent, such as "to travel
at the mean speed required by the driver".
Unlike certain systems anaiyzcd by Davis and
Smith [Davis and Smith, 83], no tasks need be
shared in the procedure since each agent knows
what he must do. The negotiation therefore
covers solely how its tasks can be
acamlplished.

The co-pilot in each vehicle is concerned
solely by the N relations which affect the
vehicle. The task of the co-pilot will therefore
involve selecting the behaviour, which is
satisfactory to the N influences to which it is
exposed at each time. In considering highway
franc, the "common resource" is the space
available on the road. The main task of each

agent is to check that the space it needs will be
free and, if not, to take appropriate action to
reach a free space (acceleration, lane changes,
etc.). Conventional problem resolution

techniques are not capable of simultaneously
managing the N conflicts possible at each
instant in the future. Moreover, a "disu'ibumd
scheduling" technique will be unsuitable since,
although automatic conu'ol can be considered as
a resomce allocation problem, the inertia of the
various vehicles will make it extremely difficult

pose this kind of question : "Is there an agent
preventing me doing this ?". Each question
determine whether there is a conflict which

prevents one action (method M1).
An example of situadon (Example 1) :

a,-

H

can be givenby thepossibleconflictsA will
detect:

(Cb) :B is in frontof A (Us),which is
travellingfasterand wants to accelerate
even further. _ _ :

(Cc) : C is on the left of A and prevents A
overtaking.

Questions which A could ask before
deciding to "slow down" arc: _

* Can I accelerate ? (agent B imposes the
reply "no")

, Can I move out to overtake B ? (agent C
imposes the reply "no").

At a first view, it could be difficult to write
directly an algorithm capable of taking a
decision adapted to A's wishes when exposed
to complex influences (see Figure 1).

to break the road down into a series of "areas",

each considered as a resource. ____..ff.._._mt__.,_ , .._:N =_,.
The method we describe is more "exp."- _ _..._ _

oriented, allowing the "rules" in the highway
code to be expressed and used as they extst and
high-level data exchanges to be used. For
example "I'm going to move out and accelerate
up to 1l0 kin/h" is a kind of action generated
by the planner and broadcasted through the
network.

3 Time, influence of other plans and
delay .......
The behaviour of each agent is represented by a
linear, non-hierarchical plan. We make the
assumption that the agents are synchronised by

a common clock broadcast by radio for
Lxa_B sic, B's "time influence" on A covers all

actions and situations around Ti used to
plan A's action at Ti. When some of them are
missing, A must make assumptions on the
actions planned by B and consequently
progressively check these assumptions as the
actual actions arc received.If A's assumption is
found to be correct, we shall have saved time.
Otherwise, A must replan this action after B
has lransmiued its decision and no time will
have been lost.

4 The "Is there an agent... ?" method
Knowing, or assuming, the actions of other
agents, agent A must generate an action(the
behaviour for a given step). It can repeatedly

- Figure 1. Method M1

5The dual method: "Is there an
action.. _'"
$.1 DefinitiOn - "

We could use tests of the type "Is there an
action prevented by this agent ?". The agents
would then be reviewed, one after the other, to
collectallconflicts to which A is exposed into a
"Results" structure (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Method M2
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• "Is there an action prevented by B 7" :
"B prevents me not(slowing down or
moving out)" = Cb

• "Is there an action prevented by C ?" :
"C prevents me moving out" = Cc

A second phase allows the action to be
determined :

• Cb and Cc --> "prevented from not
slowing down" = "decelerate"

This second phase, used to find the best
possible response in view of all the behaviours
that are prevented and the requirements of A,
occurs after determining all behaviours that are
not possible (method M2). It allows K conflicts
m be grouped and assessed simultaneously (K
< P: maximum number of conflicts). It could
be considered as simplified multi-agent
planning which chooses an action in function
of the prevented ones. The knowledge required
for this reasoning is referred to as "N-agent
knowledge".

On the other hand, each question allows
assessment of a relationship between two
agents. The term "l_i-agent" refers to the
process and knowledge used for each
comparison. The result of a two-agent
comparison is known as a "Partial Result".

A "mono-agent" phase may influence the
Total Results in function of A's wishes before

ofbi-agent ..........
5.2 Application to motorway traffic
The Total Results for the E_le I would be:

i Prevent-moving-outl t [

I Move-out [ t I Move-out-list 103)1
I Slow-down I 0 | Slow-down-list ] 0 I

The decision-making rules for the bi-agent
and then N-agent phases would be, for
example:

• ff A is in the right-hand lane and X is in front
of A in the right-hand lane and at lower
speed and ff safety distance has been
reached

thin Move-out(X) .-_ t

Move-out-list(X) := (B)
• ff Move-out and Prevent-moving-out

then decelerate, choosing vehicles in Movq
out-list

• ff Move-out then move out

• ff Prevent-moving-out then do nothing
• ff true then accelerate

$.3 Selective backtrack

The use of Results and the separation of
conflict recognition from their overall
processing makes a selective backtrack
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possible. Consequently, new information from
agent B concerning an instant Tj, already
planned, can be allowed for solely by
comparison with B (see Figure 3).

Figure 3 Selective backtrack for agent B

If the new Partial Results for P at instant T i,
designated "new-Partial-B-Tj" equal Partial-B-
Yj (i.e. the response to the new influence is the
same as that to the previous influence - see

Example 2.1) or if "new-Partial-B-Tj" is
already part of"Total-Ti" (i.e. the response to
the new influence had alre.ady been requested
by at least one of the agents - see Example
2.2), a total backtrack is pointless since the N-
agent phase would produce the same
conclusion. This selective backtrack is then

sufficient for instant Tj. The same must then be
....._tigl-for eacli_stantTk between Tj and the
currentplannedinstant%

Since case 2 covers case 1, there seems to
be no point in memorizing the Partial Results
but only the Total Results (method named
M3*).

If, for any instant Tk between Tj and Ti, the
results are not already included it can only be
because a new response has been requested.
The N-agent phase must, therefore, be
triggered using a new Total Results which can
be calculated in two ways:

new-Total-Tk := (U Partial-X-Tk ; X * B)

new-Partial-B-Tk

new-Total-Tk := Total-Tk O Partial-B-Tk
new-Parlial-B-Tk

In either case, it would be useful to know
certain Partial Results.

The conflict recognition phase is, therefore,
avoided for any agent other than B and the
backtrack is still not total. If the resultant action
is the same as that which would have been
generated without the new information (see
Example 2.3), we only need to continue
selective backtracking on actions for instants
after Tk.
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I. A's plan : overtake C ; B's plan : decelerate : the constraints B imposes on A are
unchanged.

2. A's plan : slow down ; B's plan : overtake A : the new constraint B imposes on A,
i.e. forbidden to move-out, was already imposed by D.

3. A's plan : do nothing ; B's plan : overtake A : the new constraint B imposes on A
does not affect the action planned by A_

4. A's plan : overtake C ; B's plan : overtake A : the new constraint B imposes on A
generates a new action, i.e. slow down. A must rcplan the following instants. +

Example 2. Various selective backtrack levels

However, if the action generated _ new (sec
Example 2.4), a total backtrack from Tk+l
onwards is necessary since the new action
could change the result of all the previous
comparisons.

5.4 Execution monitoring
The execution monitoring of the plans
generated can be done using the memorized
Total Results and the selective backtracking
possibilities to check that no agents, cause any
infractions.

The real behaviour of human drivers could
be monitored as follows:

• If man behaves approximately as the system
then _ will be no problem

• Otherwise:

• If the man in question is driving our car,
check whether the behaviour of the man

is included in the prohibited behaviours
mcnxrizcd in the Toud Resuits :

If there is infraction of one of these

prohibitions, the driver could be
warned (for a low-risk situation or a
detected intention) or the system could
mlce control to avoid an accident (for a
dangerous situation).

Otherwise, complete replanning is
required to adapt to this new
behaviour (once the drives intentions
have been recognized...).

, the man is driving another vehicle,
which possibly does not have the
system, it is necessary to run a selective
backu'ack for each instant Tk between Tj
and the current planned instant Ti to
adapt our plan.
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6 TheOretical efficiency of the methods
The theoretical costs of each of various

methods (among 12 alternatives) were
estimated making certain average assumptions
about the multi-agent application and the way in
which the databases or algorithms are designed
(see [Mourou and Fade, 91b] and [Mourou,
92]). These costs arc expressed as a mean
number of influence tests in function of the

number of other agents N, the maximum
number of corLflic_s P and the mean number of
influence tests Q used in a M1 conflict test. One
result is :

M1 Qx N/2 xP

M3* QxN

M3* requires all possible comparisons to be
done while MI only requires comparisons on
request. However, it is more efficient since the
influencetests aregrouped.

7 Main experimental results
We simulated a highway with two lanes and
camfing _ vehicles fined with a co-pilot and
10 other preprogrammed vehicles. The three
equipped vehicles are associated with three
different processes linked through pipes. 24
rules (10 bi-agent and 14 N-agent rules) are
required with M3* to obtainan ideal response
in "automatic mode" which respects safety
distances and allows for the inertia of vehicles.

The knowledge bases made it possible to write
that for M1.

In this application, Q ffi3 (relative position,
relative speed, lane) and P ffi 3 (number of
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booleans in the Results _). N does not
affect the relmive performance.

M1 and M3* gave results which matched
those from the above formulas : M3* is 30%
faster than M1.

In the best case, but which is also the most
frequent, when the Partial Results calculated
are included in the Total Results, M3*
performed its selective backuacks in only 20%

of the _e= required by M1 to completely replan(_th N 10).

Conclusion

The multi-agent planning/scheduling methods
described in this article make its possible
achieve a more flexible, fast and reactive
system. The co-pilot can anticipate the near
future by using the available time and without
be obliged to wait for its neighbours because it
can easily check and integrate a new
information.

In execution monitoring, a dangerous
situation can be quickly detected. A baclm'ack
of an agent and the selective backuack of other
agents allow to perform incremental
resc beduling of the whole system.
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